Blackboard Video Surveillance

Fully Integrated Video Surveillance and Door Access Capabilities

Campus safety leaders rely on the Blackboard Video Surveillance℠ solution to provide real-time awareness and intelligence that enhances campus safety through a feature-packed integrated system that’s reliable, scalable, efficient and effective.

Integrated

Blackboard Video Surveillance now includes integration with our Access Control system to provide a comprehensive safety solution. Alarms and invalid card error notifications alert you of numerous potentially hazardous situations including held open, tampered or forced open doors as well as access denied and invalid PIN attempted entries. And because Blackboard Video Surveillance is now integrated with our Access Control solution, many notifications include cardholder name, photo, time of error and live video feed of where the incident occurred. These vital features put critical data at your fingertips and drastically reduce situation response times, thus enhancing continuity of evidence.

Reliable

Blackboard Video Surveillance provides superior performance and backup in a uniquely easy-to-use format. The always present Health Monitor provides camera and server health data, 24/7. The monitor also has automated failover in the case of server failure and provides email notification upon malfunction, so you can have peace of mind knowing the system constantly monitors itself.

Scalable

The Blackboard open architecture solution is flexible, supporting hundreds of IP and analog camera models as well as backward compatibility with legacy systems, all while offering a variety of storage options. Additionally, Blackboard Video Surveillance has virtually unlimited scalability which can support the expansion plans of your campus - whether you need just a few cameras or dozens.

SMART. SAFE. SECURE.

- Utilize local storage, network storage or Digital Video Recorder (DVR) devices
- Supports both IP and analog video
- Integrated camera set up and configuration – all cameras are managed from one easy-to-use set up screen
- Provides real time customizable views of live pictures
- Initiates automatic notification of events via email, smart phone or text message; notification may include an attached video clip
- Enables security at the server and camera level
• View live or recorded campus video from anywhere
• Configure individual cameras to record video at all times, on demand or based on trigger events
• Ability to view both live and recorded images simultaneously
• Customizable user screens can monitor 128 separate camera images
• Floor plan and map-based user interfaces
• High performance H.264 video compression reduces bandwidth usage by as much as 80%
• Supports over 500 camera models from 42 manufacturers
• Automatic failover to an alternate server

Efficient
The Blackboard solution minimizes the impact of recorded video on storage costs by saving files in a compressed mode while offering flexibility in determining automated archival, moving, recompressing or trimming of the original files. This means lower storage requirements and lower costs. Additionally, the Blackboard solution makes live video surveillance readily viewable to assigned personnel via an iPhone®, iPod®, BlackBerry® or other Android™ powered smart phone. Surveillance stills and video clips are also viewable with these devices and can be sent with the click of a button via text message - staying informed on the go has never been easier.

Effective
The Blackboard Video Surveillance solution can be utilized with existing infrastructure, thus enhancing your security operations while providing a cost savings. Sophisticated image zooming, frame-by-frame playback and a customizable screen layout are key features. Blackboard Video Surveillance also provides crowd, tailgating and loitering detection for ease of search to further protect your campus.

For more information on Blackboard Video Surveillance contact your Blackboard Sales Representative or Client Manager or visit www.blackboard.com/transact.